Municipal Policy

LR-01 – Agricultural Impact Assessment
Planning and Development
Long Range Planning

Policy statement
Leduc County recognizes the importance of protecting agricultural land to ensure a range of agricultural
products and/or services and to reduce the fragmentation of high quality farmland.
This policy is to provide for the direction and completion of an Agricultural Impact Assessment (AIA).
The Agricultural Impact Assessment Policy consist of Part 1 and/or Part 2 which will provide a comprehensive
understanding and rational for the disruption, removal and alteration of agricultural lands within Leduc County.

Definitions
Agriculture means the growing, raising, managing and/or sale of livestock, crops, foods, horticulture, agri-food, and
value added enterprises including education, motivated either by profit or lifestyle.
Agricultural Areas mean Agricultural area A - West; B - North Central; C – South Central/East; and D – Small holdings
as identified on Map 4: Rural County Land Use Concept of the Municipal Development Plan.
Agricultural–Based Business means business directly related to agriculture including, but not limited to,
agribusiness, value-added agriculture, and agri-tourism.
Agricultural Hub means a comprehensively planned concentration of agriculture-based businesses guided by an
Area Structure Plan.
Agricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) means to determine if a development proposal will adversely affect existing
and future agricultural activities onsite and in the surrounding area. The assessment describes the proposed
development, the onsite and surrounding land uses, and the physical and socio-economic components of the
agricultural resource bases; identifies the direct and indirect impacts of the proposed development on existing
agricultural operations and on the flexibility of the area to support different types of agriculture; considers
mitigation measures of reducing any adverse impacts; considers compensation such as the provision of agricultural
protection easements; and makes recommendations in that regard. It has consideration for the cumulative effects
of other potential development.
Agricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) Part 1 is a scoring analysis using the Agricultural Land Evaluation Tool and is
a simplified version of Agricultural Assessment Part 2.
Agricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) Part 2 is conducted by a qualified professional such as an Agrologist or similar
to provide an in–depth analysis of development and agricultural land.
Agricultural Land Evaluation Tool is the tool used by Leduc County to evaluate impacts that development may have
on agricultural land within specific areas of the County.
Area Structure Plan (ASP) or Local Area Structure Plan (LASP) is a statutory plan adopted by a municipal council by
bylaw that provides a framework for future subdivision and development of a defined area in accordance with
Section 633 of the Municipal Government Act. Area Structure Plans are typically adopted to guide future
subdivision and development in greenfield areas. Policies that apply to Area Structure Plans generally also apply to
Local Area Structure Plans and Area Redevelopment Plans.
Agri-Tourism is any farm diversification measure(s) as they relate to a practice where one, or more agriculturally
based use(s) are intended to link travel and visitors with an agricultural based operation(s), product(s) or
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experience(s) for the purpose of enjoyment or education. The use(s) and/or development must be directly related
to a viable agricultural operation on the subject property and may provide supplemental income for the owner.
Concept Plan is a non-statutory land use plan that provides greater detail of the proposed development and/or
subdivision.
Conserve means to protect, use or manage wisely.
Contiguous means being in actual contact, sharing a common border, touching or connected through an unbroken
sequence.
Conversion of Agricultural Land means the change from an agricultural use to a non-agricultural use (e.g., country
residential, industrial, linear infrastructure such as roads and energy corridors, etc).
Country Residential means the subdivision of rural lands to create multiple residential lots.
Development is defined by the Alberta Municipal Government Act - development includes any excavation or
stockpile, construction, renovation or major repairs to a building, change in the use of land, or change in the
intensity of the use of land.
Farm Lot means an area which is actively farmed and is typically 32 ha (80 acres) or larger in size.
Farmstead means the principal dwelling and buildings and landscape associated with the residential use of the site.
Fragmentation means the process of reducing the size and connectivity of an area. In the context of the natural
environment, fragmentation of an eco-region or habitat results in reduction in the total habitat area, the isolation
of patches of habitat from each other and the increase in edge effects, and can affect the ability of organisms to
maintain healthy populations and to survive. In the context of rural lands, fragmentation occurs when a contiguous
agricultural area is divided into the isolated parcels separated by non-agricultural land uses, and can impact the
productivity of the land. Fragmentation can also occur within a given agricultural parcel of land by access roads, oil
and gas development and/or linear infrastructure.
Greenfield means an undeveloped or agricultural tract of land.
Lot means a parcel of land occupied or intended for occupancy by a use.
May means a permissive and/or discretionary term that denotes a choice in applying the policy.
Natural Environment means a system of natural features and areas, linked and connected by natural corridors
necessary to maintain biological and geological diversity, natural functions, viable populations of indigenous
species (including flora and fauna), and ecosystems.
Natural resources means a material source of wealth such as gravel, sand, soil, oil and gas that occurs in a natural
state and has economic value.
Open Space means a passive and structured leisure and recreation areas that enhance the aesthetic quality and
conserve the environment.
Outline Plan means non-statutory documents used to obtain greater detail of the proposed development and its
future impact on adjacent lands. An outline plan must comply with the overreaching Area Structure Plan.
Physical Severance means a piece of land that is separated from the balance of the quarter section by a legal
barrier, such as a road or railway, or physical barrier such as a ravine or permanent watercourse or water body.
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Prime Agricultural Lands mean Class 2 and 3 soils according to the classification system used by the Government
of Alberta, Land Suitability Rating System (LSRS), and as defined in the Edmonton Metropolitan Region Growth
Plan. These lands are equivalent to Canada Land Inventory (CLI) Class 1, 2 and 3 soils. Prime Agricultural Lands are
shown on Schedule 11 of the Edmonton Metropolitan Region Growth Plan.
Recreational facilities includes golf courses, campgrounds, wellness centres, ice arenas, aquatics, plazas and
squares, resort developments or similar, as defined in the Land Use Bylaw, that enhances the overall function of
the County’s recreation system.
Small holdings means a small tract (16 ha [40 acres] in size) of land used for agricultural purposes.
Shall, must or will means a directive term that indicates a preferred outcome or course of action and is mandatory.
Subdivision means the division of a parcel of land by an instrument.
Sub-Regional means an area larger than one community in which urban and rural communities share common
infrastructure, regional assets and services, and have the potential to leverage related economic areas and link
proximate areas to accommodate people and job growth as defined in the Edmonton Metropolitan Region Growth
Plan.
Un-subdivided quarter section means the original quarter section of land of approximately 64.8 ha (160 acers) more
or less and the remainder of a quarter section of land following subdivision of: public utility lots, roadways, pipeline,
or other rights of way or lots to accommodate public or institutional use.
Waterbody refers to an accumulation of water on the earth’s surface. It includes, but is not limited to streams,
rivers and lakes.
Watercourse Crossing means a crossing, and any associated structures that are or will be constructed to provide
access over or through a water body, including but not limited to:
(i)

structures and measurements to isolate the location of the works,

(ii)

erosion protection structures, and

(iii)

sedimentation management structures.

Wetland means low-lying areas of land covered by later long enough to support aquatic plants and wildlife for part
of their lifecycle.

Policy authority
Pursuant to the Municipal Development Plan (MDP) Bylaw 08-19, Leduc County in certain instances, requires the
completion of an Agricultural Impact Assessment (AIA). The County recognizes the importance of safeguarding
agricultural land to ensure a range of agricultural products and/or services and to assist in the reduction of the
fragmentation of high-quality farmland.

Policy standards
The AIA Policy uses two land evaluation tools to accomplish its goal. Part 1 is a scoresheet and Part 2 is a report by
a certified professional. Below Outlines is when Part 1 or Part 2 is required.
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Part 1 of the Agricultural Impact Assessment is an agricultural land evaluation tool based on a scoring system
that analyzes the impact(s) on agricultural land, as attached to this policy. Part 1 is triggered if:
a) in Agricultural “A” as shown within the Municipal Development Plan; there is:
•

a subdivision(s); and/or

•

lot line adjustment(s).

Part 2 of the Agricultural Impact Assessment is a reporting tool which is completed by a certified professional
such as an Agrologists (PAg) or similar and it outlined in the Terms of Reference, as attached to this policy. Part
2 is triggered if there is:
•

a use or area variance other than allowable as per the Land Use Bylaw and/or the MDP;

•

an appeal of an Agricultural Impact Assessment Part 1;

•

a proposed or amended (other than for housekeeping purposes) Area Structure Plan, Local Area
Structure Plan or Area Redevelopment Plan;

•

an Agricultural Business is located outside an identified County Agricultural Hub(s);

•

a proposed or amended Outline Plan;

•

a proposed or change to districting within an agricultural area as defined by the Municipal
Development Plan;

•

any proposed or amended Recreation Development/Facility;

•

alteration of the soil profile, due to a change in development including stripping of topsoil,
infilling or re-grading that may negatively affect the agricultural productivity of the land or
adjacent properties.

When items listed under this section are triggered an Agricultural Impact Assessment Part 1 and/or Part 2 shall
be completed.
The goal of the Agricultural Impact Assessment Policy and tools is to provide clarification and information prior
to the subdivision and/or development authority finalizing a decision. The information provided by Part 1 or
Part 2 of an AIA is the conservation of prime agricultural land and/or to reduce the fragmentation of prime
agricultural land ensuring agricultural viability within Leduc County
Where requested, information is of a technical or scientific nature, the subdivision and/or development
authority may require a report(s) prepared and/or endorsed by a professional accredited to practice in Alberta
to the satisfaction of the subdivision authority.
The subdivision and/or the development authority shall not require an Agricultural Impact Assessment Part 1
if:
a) The subdivision or lot line adjustment is located in Agricultural Areas “B”, “C” and “D” as described in the
Municipal Development Plan. The AIA Part 1, is at the sole discretion of the applicant in these cases.
However, Part 1 will assist both the applicant and the subdivision and/or the development authority
concerning the agricultural details of the application and is recommended.
The subdivision and/or the development authority shall not require an Agricultural Impact Assessment Part 1
or Part 2 if:
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a) a subdivision or development variance which is approved or discretionary as per the Land Use Bylaw;
b) within Agricultural Hub(s), Priority Growth Hamlet(s), Local Employment area(s) and any other business
and/or agri-business designated area(s) as designated in the Municipal Development Plan and/or the Land
Use Bylaw;
c) General housekeeping to correct or update text and/or maps to Area Structure Plan(s), Local Area
Structure Plan(s), Area Redevelopment Plan(s), the Municipal Development Plan, the Land Use Bylaw or
other statutory and non-statutory municipal documents.
The uses permitted on agricultural land shall conform to those permitted in the Municipal Government Act,
Municipal Development Plan and Land Use Bylaw in accordance with the Agricultural Operation Practice Act
(AOPA).

Policy responsibilities
Council responsibilities:
Council will,
• be responsible for the adoption or repealing of this Policy and approving and major revisions to this Policy.
Administration responsibilities:
The Director of Planning and Development is responsible for overseeing the development, implementation
and monitoring of this policy.
Administration will,
• assess and review the proposed Agricultural Impact assessment (AIA) - Part 1 & 2;
• provide input regarding the Agricultural Impact Assessments score and/or report recommendations and
mitigation methods to assist the subdivision and/or development authority;
• ensure that appropriate conditions area attached and confirm all applicable recommendations are
appropriate approved and distributed to the municipality, administration, the applicant and enforced (if
needed); and
• work with Enforcement Services to carry out enforcement measures (as needed).

Monitoring and updating
•

This policy will be posted on Leduc County’s website.

•

This policy will be reviewed at least once every council term.
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FOR USE IN AGRIULTURAL AREA A (WEST):
a) SUBDIVISION
b) LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA – Part 1
The purpose of this tool is to determine how closely an application aligns with County agriculture policy.

For use as described in the Agricultural Impact Assessment Policy LR-01

1. Description of:
I.

How many current parcels are located on the quarter section? ____. Greater then 1= (62 points)

II.

Subdivision or Lot Line Adjustment
______________________________________________________________________________

III.

Current Use of the Property:

IV.

Proposed Use of the Property:
______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

2. Land Evaluation:
Size - of parcel being proposed is:
a) Physically Severed? Yes [__]………………………………………………………………………………..….0 points
OR
b) Farmstead
• 0.5 ha (1.2 ac) to 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) ……………………...…….………………………………………..0 points
• Over 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) but less than 4.4 ha (11 ac) …………………………………………... 10 Points
• 4.4 ha (11 ac) to 6.0 ha (15 ac) ........................................................................... 15 points
OR
c) Residential Parcel
• Less than or equal to 1.0 ha (2.47 ac)…………………………………………………………….…..0 points
• Greater than 1.1 ha (2.47 ac) and above………………………………………………………..…62 points
Shape – of farmstead and/or residential parcel being proposed:
•

Is the proposed design situated to reduce the loss of agricultural land?
Yes [__] No [__]

Soils – of residential parcel being proposed (LSRS 2 & 3 equivalent to CLI 1, 2 and 3):
•
•
•
•

30% or less of LSRS Class 2 and 3…………………..………………………………..…………….……0 points
30% to 50% LSRS Class 2 and 3............................................................................. 10 points
50% to 75% LSRS Class 2 and 3............................................................................. 20 points
More than 75% LSRS Class 2 and 3....................................................................... 30 points

Location – of parcel being proposed (current property lines only):
•
•
•

The parcel is directly adjacent to 3 or more property line………………….……….…….. 0 points
The parcel is directly adjacent to 2 property line ……………………………………….…….. 2 points
The parcel is directly adjacent to 1 property line ……………………………………….…….. 5 points

3. Site Assessment
Non-farm Lots:
•
•

*5 or more residential lots within an 800 metre radius ………............................... 2 points
*Less than 5 residential lots within a 800 metre radius ........................................ 5 points

Location to a Confined Feeding Operation (CFO):
•

The application is within the 800 metres if a CFO
- YES [___]
No [___]

* Lots shall be measured from the southeast and northwest corners of the proposed lot and shall use the greatest number of residential lots.

STAFF USE ONLY
The following ALET score has been evaluated and calculated by Administration. A score of less then 60
points indicates the proposed application may align with County policy and a score of 61 or higher
indicates the proposed application requires further review or the proposed application does not align with
County policy.
Applicants Total Score…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………….……. _____
•

The following application:
 Complies with policy - Yes [___]

No [___]

Notes or Diagrams

FOR USE IN AGRIULTURAL AREA B (North Central):
a) SUBDIVISION
b) LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA – Part 1
The purpose of this tool is to determine how closely an application aligns with County agriculture policy.

For use as described in the Agricultural Impact Assessment Policy LR-01

1. Description of:
I.

Is this the first parcel out of a quarter section? Yes [__]….. 0 points
No [__] …..62 points
II.
Subdivision or Lot Line Adjustment
_____________________________________________________________________________________
III.

Current Use of the Property:

___________________________________________________________________
IV.
Proposed Use of the Property:
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Land Evaluation:
Size - of parcel being proposed:
a) Physically Severed? Yes [__]………………………………………………………………………………..….0 points
OR
b) Farmstead
• 0.5 ha (1.2 ac) to 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) …………………………..…………………………………………..0 points
• 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) to 4.0 ha (10 ac) …….………………………………………………….…………... 15 Points
• Greater than 4.0 ha (10 ac) ................................................................................ 25 points
OR
c) Residential Parcel
• Greater than 1.0 ha (2.47 ac)…………………………………………………………………………..…62 points
Shape – of farmstead or severed parcel being proposed:
•

Is the proposed design situated to reduce the loss of agricultural land section?
Yes [___] or No [___]

1

Soils – of residential parcel being proposed (LSRS 2 & 3 equivalent to CLI 1, 2 and 3):
•
•
•
•

30% or less of LSRS Class 2 and 3…………………..……………………………………………….……0 points
30% to 50% LSRS Class 2 and 3............................................................................. 10 points
50% to 75% LSRS Class 2 and 3............................................................................. 20 points
More than 75% LSRS Class 2 and 3....................................................................... 30 points

Location – of parcel being proposed (current property lines only):
•
•
•

The parcel is directly adjacent to 3 or more property line………………….……….…….. 0 points
The parcel is directly adjacent to 2 property line ………………………………….………….. 2 points
The parcel is directly adjacent to 1 property line ……………………………….…………….. 5 points

3. Site Assessment
Non-farm Lots:
•
•

*5 or more residential lots within an 800 metre radius ………............................... 2 points
*Less than 5 residential lots within a 800 metre radius ........................................ 5 points

Location to a Confined Feeding Operation (CFO):
•

The application is within the 800 metres if a CFO
- YES [___]
No [___]

* Lots shall be measured from the southeast and northwest corners of the proposed lot and shall use the greatest number of residential lots.

STAFF USE ONLY
The following ALET score has been evaluated and calculated by Administration. A score of less then 60
points indicates the proposed application may align with County policy and a score of 61 or higher
indicates the proposed application requires further review or the proposed application does not align with
County policy.
Applicants Total Score…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………….……. _____
•

The following application:
 Complies with policy - Yes [___]

No [___]

2

Notes or Diagrams
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FOR USE IN AGRIULTURAL AREA C (South Central/East):
a) SUBDIVISION
b) LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA – Part 1
The purpose of this tool is to determine how closely an application aligns with County agriculture policy.

For use as described in the Agricultural Impact Assessment Policy LR-01

1. Description of:
I.

Is this the first parcel out of a quarter section? Yes [__]….. 0 points
No [__] ...62 points

II.
Subdivision or Lot Line Adjustment
_____________________________________________________________________________________
III.

Current Use of the Property:

___________________________________________________________________
IV.
Proposed Use of the Property:
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Land Evaluation:
Size - of parcel being proposed:
a) Physically severed? Yes [__]………………………………………………………………………………..….0 points
OR
b) Farmstead
• 0.5 ha (1.2 ac) to 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) …………………………………….………………………………..0 points
• 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) to 4.0 ha (10 ac) ……………………………………………..……………………... 15 Points
• Greater than 4.0 ha (10 ac) ................................................................................ 25 points
OR
c) Residential Parcel
• 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) and above……………………………………………………………………………..…62 points
Shape – of farmstead or severed parcel being proposed:
•

Is the proposed design situated to reduce the loss of agricultural land section?
Yes [___] or No [___]

FOR USE IN AGRIULTURAL AREA C (South Central/East):
a) SUBDIVISION
b) LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA – Part 1
The purpose of this tool is to determine how closely an application aligns with County agriculture policy.

Soils – of residential parcel being proposed (LSRS 2 & 3 equivalent to CLI 1, 2 and 3):
•
•
•
•

30% or less of LSRS Class 2 or 3…………………..……………………………………………….……0 points
30% to 50% LSRS Class 2 and/or 3....................................................................... 10 points
50% to 75% LSRS Class 2 and/or 3....................................................................... 20 points
More than 75% LSRS Class 2 and/or 3................................................................. 30 points

Location – of parcel being proposed (current property lines only):
•
•
•

The parcel is directly adjacent to 3 or more property line………………….……….….….. 0 points
The parcel is directly adjacent to 2 property line ………………………………………..…….. 2 points
The parcel is directly adjacent to 1 property line …………………………………..………….. 5 points

3. Site Assessment
Non-farm Lots:
•
•

*5 or more residential lots within an 800 metre radius ………............................... 2 points
*Less than 5 residential lots within a 800 metre radius ........................................ 5 points

Location to a Confined Feeding Operation (CFO):
•

The application is within the 800 metres if a CFO
- YES [___]
No [___]

* Lots shall be measured from the southeast and northwest corners of the proposed lot and shall use the greatest number of residential lots.

STAFF USE ONLY
The following ALET score has been evaluated and calculated by Administration. A score of less then 60
points indicates the proposed application may align with County policy and a score of 61 or higher
indicates the proposed application requires further review or the proposed application does not align with
County policy.
Applicants Total Score…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………….……. _____
The Following application complies with policy – Yes [___] or No [___]

FOR USE IN AGRIULTURAL AREA C (South Central/East):
a) SUBDIVISION
b) LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA – Part 1
The purpose of this tool is to determine how closely an application aligns with County agriculture policy.

Notes and Diagrams

FOR USE IN AGRIULTURAL AREA D (Smallholdings):
a) SUBDIVISION
b) LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA – Part 1
The purpose of this tool is to determine how closely an application aligns with County agriculture policy.

For use as described in the Agricultural Impact Assessment Policy LR-01

1. Description of:
I.

Is there 3 or more subdivision out of a quarter section? Yes [__]……...62 points
No [__] ……….0 points

II.
Subdivision or Lot Line Adjustment
_____________________________________________________________________________________
III.

Current Use of the Property:

___________________________________________________________________
IV.
Proposed Use of the Property:
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Land Evaluation:
Size - of parcel being proposed:
a) Physically Severed? Yes [__]………………………………………………………………………………..….0 points
OR
b) Farmstead
• 0.5 ha (1.2 ac) to 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) ……………………….……………………………………………..0 points
• Over 1.0 ha (2.47 ac) but less than 4.4 ha (11 ac) ……….…………………………………... 10 Points
• 4.4 ha (11 ac) to 6.0 ha (15 ac) ........................................................................... 15 points
OR
c) Agricultural Parcel
• 32 ha (80 ac) and above………………………………………………………………………………..…15 points
• Greater than 32 ha (80 ac) ………………...Not supported by Policy ………….……….. 62 points
OR
d) Small Holdings
•

16 ha (40 ac) …………………………………………………………………………………………………..30 points

FOR USE IN AGRIULTURAL AREA D (Smallholdings):
a) SUBDIVISION
b) LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA – Part 1
The purpose of this tool is to determine how closely an application aligns with County agriculture policy.
Shape – of farmstead or severed parcel being proposed:
Is the proposed design situated to reduce the loss of agricultural land?
Yes [__] No [__]
Soils – of residential parcel being proposed (LSRS 2 & 3 equivalent to CLI 1, 2 and 3):
•
•
•
•

30% or less of LSRS Class 2 or 3…………………..……………………………………………….……0 points
30% to 50% LSRS Class 2 and/or 3....................................................................... 10 points
50% to 75% LSRS Class 2 and/or 3....................................................................... 20 points
More than 75% LSRS Class 2 and/or 3................................................................. 30 points

Location – of parcel being proposed (current property lines only):
•
•
•

The parcel is directly adjacent to 3 or more property line…………………..……….…….. 0 points
The parcel is directly adjacent to 2 property line ………………………………………..…….. 2 points
The parcel is directly adjacent to 1 property line ………………………………………..…….. 5 points

3. Site Assessment
Non-farm Lots:
•
•

*5 or more residential lots within an 800 metre radius ………............................... 2 points
*Less than 5 residential lots within a 800 metre radius ........................................ 5 points

Location to a Confined Feeding Operation (CFO):
•

The application is within the 800 metres if a CFO
- YES [___]
No [___]

* Lots shall be measured from the southeast and northwest corners of the proposed lot and shall use the greatest number of residential lots.

STAFF USE ONLY

The following ALET score has been evaluated and calculated by Administration. A score of less then 60 points
indicates the proposed application may align with County policy and a score of 61 or higher indicates the
proposed application requires further review or the proposed application does not align with County policy.
Applicants Total Score…………………………………………………………..………………………………………………….……. _____
•

The following application:
 Complies with policy - Yes [___]

No [___]

FOR USE IN AGRIULTURAL AREA D (Smallholdings):
a) SUBDIVISION
b) LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA – Part 1
The purpose of this tool is to determine how closely an application aligns with County agriculture policy.

Notes or Diagrams

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA Part 2
Terms of Reference

Minimum AIA Requirements (Part-2)
An AIA Part 2 shall be required. The following items will be required and may be
addressed through consultation with Planning and Development Services:
a. A report shall be prepared by a certified professional such as, an Agrologists
(PAg) or similar, and shall include at minimum the following:
i. Review and the incorporation of Documents, such as:
-

Leduc County Strategic Plan;
Leduc County Municipal Development Plan;
Leduc County Land Use Bylaw;
Leduc County Agricultural Strategy; and
Edmonton Metropolitan Region – “Re-imagine. Build.
Plan”.

ii. Size, configuration and accessibility of the current and proposed
parcel(s);
iii. Soil analysis, drainage and irrigation of the property(s);
iv. Soil Maps; both contour and aerial, showing the proposed
property location (as per the application) as it relates to adjacent
properties up to a minimum of 800 metre radius or larger if
required;
v. Suitability of the proposed development concept in relation to its
current use;
vi. Inventory of current property such as:
-

-

Existing Agriculture land(s) and productivity;
Non-Agricultural land(s);
Shelter belts, tree stands, waterbodies/watercourses,
slopes (15%+), floodplains or floodways or other physical
constraints as they relate to agriculture;
Permeant structures of manmade objects.

vii. Impacts on current and neighboring lands:
-

-

Impacts of fragmentation, conversion farm production and
economic impacts on the immediate and surrounding
agricultural areas of the proposal within a 1.8 km radius
(or larger) with proposed mitigation methods to reduce
further adverse impacts on agriculture.
Impact(s) on agricultural lands with regards to the local
community, County(s) and the Region.
Loss of agricultural services.

Agricultural Impact Assessment: AIA Part 2
Terms of Reference

viii. A final summary and recommendation(s) to the County of the
impacts, recommended mitigation methods and limitations and
qualifications of the proposed application as it relates to Sections
(i-vii) listed above.
b. An AIA-2 may require other professional prepared reports, if requested by the PAg
or similar and/or the subdivision and/or development authority. They may include,
but not limited to: Biophysical Assessments, Geotechnical Reports,
Hydrogeological reports, Environmental Site Assessments, Servicing Studies,
Floodplain Analysis; and any other information deemed necessary.
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